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MultiWiki: Interlingual Text Passage Alignment in Wikipedia
SIMON GOTTSCHALK, L3S Research Center, Hannover, Germany
ELENA DEMIDOVA1, University of Southampton, UK and L3S Research Center, Hannover, Germany
In this article we address the problem of text passage alignment across interlingual article pairs in Wikipe-
dia. We develop methods that enable the identification and interlinking of text passages written in different
languages and containing overlapping information. Interlingual text passage alignment can enable Wikipe-
dia editors and readers to better understand language-specific context of entities, provide valuable insights
in cultural differences and build a basis for qualitative analysis of the articles. An important challenge in
this context is the trade-off between the granularity of the extracted text passages and the precision of the
alignment. Whereas short text passages can result in more precise alignment, longer text passages can fa-
cilitate a better overview of the differences in an article pair. To better understand these aspects from the
user perspective, we conduct a user study at the example of the German, Russian and the EnglishWikipedia
and collect a user-annotated benchmark. Then we propose MultiWiki – a method that adopts an integrated
approach to the text passage alignment using semantic similarity measures and greedy algorithms and
achieves precise results with respect to the user-defined alignment. MultiWiki demonstration is publicly
available and currently supports four language pairs.
CCS Concepts: •Information systems→Wikis; Web applications;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Interlingual text alignment, Wikipedia
1. INTRODUCTION
Articles containing information about entities of public interest become increasingly
available in different languages on the Web, within community-created knowledge
bases, encyclopedias and on the online news. As these sources evolve independently
in each language, they often reflect community-specific points of view [Rogers 2013]
and can contain complementary and sometimes contradictory information. This diver-
sity is particularly interesting in the context of events influencing several communities
(e.g. the Brexit, the refugee crisis in Europe and the Snowden affair). In order to pro-
vide an overview of the language and community-specific facets of the entities, help
users to identify overlapping and complementary information and enable quality con-
trol in multilingual datasets, methods for effective identification and interlinking of
related information across languages are required.
One prominent example of a large community-created interlingual data source isWi-
kipedia – an online encyclopedia available in more than 290 language editions, count-
ing above 50 million users from all over the world and containing more than 30 million
articles.2 In Wikipedia, the articles representing equivalent real-world entities in dif-
ferent language editions become increasingly interlinked. In the following, we refer to
such interlinked articles written in different languages as partner articles. The inde-
pendent evolution of the Wikipedia language editions often leads to significant seman-
tic differences across the partner articles. For example, Table I illustrates inconsisten-
cies in the German3 and English4 versions of the article “Gohi Bi Zoro Cyriac” caused
by the information contained only in the German version and related to the move of
this footballer to Charlton Athletic in 2007. On a more general note, previous studies
1Corresponding author: Elena Demidova, demidova@L3S.de
2https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List of Wikipedias
3https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gohi Bi Cyriac?oldid=136482800
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gohi Bi Zoro Cyriac?oldid=637509171
This work was partially funded by the ERC under ALEXANDRIA (ERC 339233), H2020-MSCA-ITN-2014
WDAqua (64279) and COST Action IC1302 (KEYSTONE).
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Table I: A user-aligned pair of text passages from the Wikipedia article “Gohi Bi Zoro
Cyriac” in the English and the GermanWikipedia, along with a manual English trans-
lation of the German text passage. The highlighted information about a move of the
football player to Charlton Athletic in 2007 is only present in the German version of
the article.
English Text Passage German Text Passage German Text Passage
(Translated)
In March 2004, he joined ASEC
Mimosas.
[2]
Cyriac was a topscorer of
Coˆte d’Ivoire Premier
Division in 2008 season.
On 31 January 2009, he moved
to Standard Lie`ge signing a
five-year contract with
Belgian champions.
2004 wechselte er in die
zweite Mannschaft von ASEC
Mimosas, welche er 2007
Richtung England verließ.
Der Ivorer unterschrieb bei
Charlton Athletic, jedoch
wurde er von den Addicks an
seinen Jugendverein
weiterverliehen. Mit den
ASEC wurde er Vizemeister,
zudem wurde er
Torschu¨tzenko¨nig der
ho¨chsten ivorischen Liga.
Nach einem weiteren halben
Jahr in der Heimat wurde er
im Januar 2009 von Standard
Lu¨ttich verpflichtet.
In 2004 he changed over to
the second team of ASEC
Mimosas, which he left
towards England in 2007.
The Ivorian signed at
Charlton Athletic, however
the Addicks immediately
loaned him to his youth
club. With ASEC he became
vice champion, in addition
he became topscorer of the
highest Ivorian league.
After a further half a year
in his home country, he was
signed by Standard Lie`ge in
January 2009.
have shown the information asymmetries across Wikipedia language pairs: Although
the English Wikipedia is by far the biggest with respect to the number of articles, ed-
its and users2, it has been shown that for many entities, Wikipedia articles in other
languages are much longer than the corresponding descriptions in English and may
contain contradictory information [Filatova 2009]. Paramita et al. [2012] conducted a
user study on a random sample of 800 cross-lingual partner articles to find out that
28.8% of them are only moderately similar and 18.8% were judged to be different.
Precise alignment of text passages containing overlapping information in partner
articles can enable users to obtain a comprehensive overview over common entity
facets shared across the language editions and their language-specific context. On
the one hand, manual alignment of overlapping information like it was performed
in [Rogers 2013] can be very precise. However, such manual alignment requires user
proficiency in a foreign language and can be a very time consuming and daunting task
even for an expert user, especially for longer articles. On the other hand, an automatic
alignment of semantically overlapping text passages is a challenging problem. This
is due to the varying granularity of the overlapping text passages, differences in the
text flow, additional information (facts or intermediate sentences) that does not have
a direct correspondence in the other language as well as different linguistic structures
used to express equivalent information. Therefore, it is important to develop automatic
methods that are able to identify semantically similar text passages, while being ro-
bust against syntactic differences.
We address the problem of the interlingual text passage alignment in order to faci-
litate a comprehensive overview of the information shared by partner articles. Exist-
ing approaches to interlingual text alignment are limited to few specific applications
such as alignment of parallel fragments and sentences to support machine transla-
tion (e.g. [Chu et al. 2013], [Mohammadi and Ghasem-Aghaee 2010]) and detection of
plagiarism cases (e.g. [Sanchez-Perez et al. 2015]). On the one hand, fragment and sen-
tence alignment fail to provide an overview of the overlapping article parts due to their
high granularity. On the other hand, interlingual plagiarism detection enforces strict
conditions on the overlapping parts and is therefore not directly applicable to align
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text passages providing complementary information and having significant structural
differences. Overall, existing text alignment methods are not suitable to provide a com-
prehensive overview of the interlingual article overlap.
In this article, we present a novel approach to interlingual text passage alignment
across partner articles. To facilitate this alignment, we rely on semantic information
including overlapping entities, time expressions related to common time intervals and
selective terms. Text passages are extracted concurrently from partner articles and
aligned based on their interlingual semantic similarity, while simultaneously enforc-
ing granularity-related objectives and taking into account the interlingual context. In
summary, the contributions of this article are as follows: (i) We present the problem of
interlingual text passage alignment. To the best of our knowledge, this problem is not
addressed by any existing approach; (ii) We propose an effective method for interlin-
gual text passage alignment based on semantic similarity measures and greedy algo-
rithms; (iii) We conduct a user study and create a user-annotated benchmark. Wemake
this benchmark publicly available to encourage further research in this area. Our ex-
periments demonstrate that the proposed method is effective with respect to both,
precision of the alignment and granularity of the extraction. Text passages aligned by
our method closely match the user-defined annotations.
MultiWiki demonstration is currently available in four language pairs: German-
English, Dutch-English, Portuguese-English and Russian-English.5 In this article
we provide evaluation results for German-English and Russian-English pairs. The
MultiWiki text passage alignment method presented in this article can facilitate
a wide range of interlingual applications. For example, in our recent demo paper
[Gottschalk and Demidova 2016] we presented a novel application to analyze the in-
terlingual temporal evolution of the article pairs. This application enables users to ob-
serve the propagation of information across the language editions of the articles on a
timeline and to perform a detailed visual comparison of the article snapshots at a par-
ticular point in time. Using the MultiWiki text passage alignment method presented
in this article we can facilitate an effective visual comparison of the partner articles in
this application.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide a formal defini-
tion of the problem of the interlingual text passage alignment and provide an overview
of our approach. Then, we present our methodology to address this problem, including:
1) A semantic similarity function described in Section 3; and 2) An interlingual text
passage alignment procedure presented in Section 4. Following that, we describe the
fine-tuning of the similarity function and its evaluation in Section 5. In order to further
fine-tune our interlingual text passage alignment method and to enable its evaluation,
we conduct a user study presented in Section 6 and collect a user-annotated bench-
mark. Following that, we discuss the evaluation results of the text passage alignment
method on German-English and Russian-English article pairs in Section 7. Section 8
provides a related work overview. Finally, we discuss our contributions, limitations of
the approach and future plans in Section 9.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND AN OVERVIEW OF THE MULTIWIKI APPROACH
The goal of the interlingual text passage alignment is to extract and align text passage
pairs containing overlapping information from partner articles to facilitate an effec-
tive overview of the interlingual similarities and differences across these articles. To
illustrate the interlingual text passage alignment from the user perspective, in Fig. 1
we present a user-annotated example from the partner articles “Ironworkers Memo-
5http://multiwiki.l3s.uni-hannover.de/demo.html
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rial Second Narrows Crossing” – representing a bridge in Canada – in the English6
and the German7 Wikipedia. This article pair has been manually annotated by a user
to identify overlapping interlingual text passages.8 In this example, the user manu-
ally identified and labeled three interlingual text passage pairs, such as “Appearance”,
“Official Opening” and “Collapse” of the bridge in June 1958.
It cost approximately $15 million to build. Tolls were charged until 1963.
Construction began in November 1957, and the bridge was officially 
opened on August 25, 1960.
1 Collapse2 3Appearance Ocial Opening
On June 17, 1958, as a crane stretched from 
the north side of the new bridge to join the 
two chords of the unfinished arch, several 
spans collapsed. Seventy-nine workers 
plunged 30 metres (100 ft) into the water. 
Eighteen were killed either instantly or shortly 
The bridge is 1,292 metres (4,239 ft) long with a centre span of 335 
metres (1,099 ft). It is part of the Trans-Canada Highway (Highway 1).
Die Länge beträgt 1292 Meter, die Spannweite des Mittelteils 335 Meter. 
Die Feldweiten der Brücke betragen 85,86 Meter – 2 x 85,91 Meter – 
86,08 Meter – 142,24 Meter – 335,00 Meter – 142,09 Meter. Darüber 
führt der Trans-Canada Highway.
Unmittelbar östlich davon befindet sich die Second Narrows Bridge, die 
heute eine reine Eisenbahnbrücke ist.
Die Bauarbeiten begannen im November 1957.
Am 17. Juni 1958 brachen mehrere Brückenbögen und 79 Arbeiter 
stürzten 30 Meter tief ins Wasser. Achtzehn von ihnen kamen ums 
Leben, da sie wegen ihrer schweren Werkzeuggürtel in die Tiefe 
gerissen wurden. Später ertrank auch ein Taucher, der nach den 
Leichen suchte.
Eine Untersuchungskommission kam zum Schluss, dass menschliches 
Versagen die Unfallursache gewesen war. Ein Ingenieur, der ebenfalls 
zu den Todesopfern gehörte, hatte eine Berechnung falsch durchgeführt 
und das Gewicht des Baumaterials unterschätzt. Als ein Baukran 
herumschwang, um ein Element einzusetzen, konnte die Brücke das 
zusätzliche Gewicht nicht mehr halten und stürzte ein.
Nach dem Unfall wurde die Brücke fertiggestellt und 25. August 1960 
eröffnet.
Collapse
thereafter, possibly drowned by their heavy tool belts. A diver searching 
for bodies drowned later, bringing the total fatalities for the collapse to 
19.
In a subsequent Royal Commission inquiry, the bridge collapse was 
attributed to miscalculation by bridge engineers. A temporary arm, 
holding the fifth anchor span, was deemed too light to bear the weight.[2]
Collapsed spans, August 1958
2
3
1
Fig. 1: A user-annotated example illustrating an extract from the partner articles enti-
tled “Ironworkers Memorial Second Narrows Crossing” from the English and German
Wikipedia language editions (as of the 1st October, 2015). Aligned text passages are
enclosed by the bounding boxes, highlighted in green, connected via the green lines
and manually annotated. Included photography: c© Ron B. Thomson, licensed under
CC BY-SA 3.09.
2.1. Problem Statement
In this section we first define the notions of a text passage, text passage alignment and
the interlingual text passage similarity. Following that we discuss the interplay of the
interlingual text passage similarity and the granularity of the extraction. Finally, we
introduce the interlingual text passage alignment as an optimization problem.
A Text Passage is a non-empty list of consecutive sentences in an article. In the
context of text passage alignment, we assume that text passages are topically coherent.
Definition 2.1 (Text Passage). Let AP = (s1, · · · , sN) represent an article AP from
the language edition P through its sentence list (s1, · · · , sN), N > 1. Then, a text pas-
sage TPj ⊆ AP is a consecutive non-empty fragment of the sentence list AP , such that
all sentences in TPj are related to a common latent topic.
Text Passage Extraction and Alignment: Text passage extraction (i.e. the iden-
tification of the text passage borders within an article) and alignment (i.e. the identi-
fication of the most relevant text passage in the partner article) both depend on the
interlingual context given by the partner article. To enable an efficient overview of the
overlapping article parts, we define text passages in an article as mutually exclusive,
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ironworkers Memorial Second Narrows Crossing?oldid=674828683
7https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ironworkers Memorial Second Narrows Crossing?oldid=130806835
8Our user study and benchmark creation is presented in Section 6 in more detail.
9https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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i.e. containing non-overlapping sentence sequences. The alignment of text passages
is mutually exclusive as well, i.e. a text passage is aligned to the most relevant text
passage in the partner article.
Definition 2.2 (Text Passage Alignment). We use the notation TPj ↔ TGk to repre-
sent the alignment of the text passages TPj ⊆ AP and TGk ⊆ AG from the partner
articles AP and AG, respectively. The following conditions apply: (1) Text passages in
an article are mutually exclusive, i.e. a sentence can belong to at most one text pas-
sage: ∀TPj , TPk ⊆ AP : TPj
⋂
TPk = ∅; (2) Text passage alignment is mutually exclusive,
i.e. one text passage is aligned to at most one text passage in the partner article; and
(3) All sentences in TPj ↔ TGk are related to a common latent topic.
Interlingual Text Passage Similarity: An interlingual text passage pair is se-
mantically similar if these text passages share similar information nuggets. An infor-
mation nugget can be an entity, a fact, a similar piece of information, or an answer
to a question [Clarke et al. 2008]. The interlingual text passage similarity can be esti-
mated using a similarity function based on semantic and syntactic features. The value
of the similarity function should correlate with the overall similarity of the information
nuggets contained in the text passage pair.
Definition 2.3 (Interlingual Similarity Function). Let TPj ⊆ AP , TGk ⊆ AG be two
text passages in the partner articles AP and AG, respectively. Then, SimF (TPj , TGk) ∈
[0, 1] is the function that estimates an interlingual similarity of these text passages
using a set F = {f1, . . . , fN} of semantic and syntactic features. SimF is monotonically
increasing, with “1” corresponding to the highest similarity.
A Trade-off between the Similarity and Granularity of Aligned Text Pas-
sages: One way to maximize the similarity of the aligned text passages is to increase
their granularity (i.e. to extract text passages that contain less sentences). In an ex-
treme case this naive approach results in a large number of short text passages (e.g.
text passages consisting of a single sentence each). However, such high-resolution
alignment fails to provide a comprehensive overview of the common facets covered
in the article pair. At the other extreme, in case of a low-granularity alignment, an
entire article could be considered as one long text passage. Such alignment can likely
result in low similarity due to the potentially high proportion of dissimilar information
nuggets in the text passage pair, failing to meet the overview goal either. Therefore,
an effective text passage alignment method should concurrently enforce the objectives
related to the semantic similarity and the granularity of extracted text passages.
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The Objectives of the Alignment: The interlingual text passage alignment aims
at the following objectives:
1: Maximize the similarity of the aligned text passages in an article pair.
2: Minimize the overall number of the extracted text passages.
2.2. An Overview of the Text Passage Extraction and Alignment in MultiWiki
Given the optimization problem of the interlingual text passage alignment defined
in Section 2.1, our method relies on the two key components: 1) A semantic similarity
function that enables precise assessment of the interlingual text passage similarity for
text passages containing overlapping information nuggets; and 2) A greedy algorithm
that incrementally extracts similar text passages from the interlingual article pairs
using their mutual context to create an effective alignment.
To enable fine-tuning and evaluation of the proposed method, we create two user-
annotated benchmarks: 1) Sim−B that provides continuous similarity values for text
passage pairs at the sentence level and thus facilitates efficient fine-tuning and evalua-
tion of the similarity function; and 2) Align − B that contains aligned interlingual
text passage pairs extracted and annotated by the users to facilitate fine-tuning and
evaluation of the text passage extraction and alignment algorithm. To facilitate fur-
ther research in this area, our benchmarks are publicly available.10
3. INTERLINGUAL TEXT PASSAGE SIMILARITY
In order to facilitate text passage alignment we need to estimate an interlingual simi-
larity of text passages by instantiating the similarity function introduced in Definition
2.3. This function uses a set F = {f1, . . . , fN} of semantic and syntactic features. The
choice of the features in this article is driven by two factors: 1) The availability of
interlingual translation services and extractors that enable effective and efficient ex-
traction of feature values in the interlingual settings; and 2) The intuition that the
features correlate with the overall interlingual text passage similarity.
Intuitively, co-occurring selective terms and semantic annotations such as named
entities and time expressions can substantially contribute towards precise text pas-
sage alignment, in particular in the case of partial information overlap. In order to
facilitate computation of the term-based similarity, in this article we use English as
a pivot language due to the relatively high availability of the translation services.
In particular, in our experimental evaluation we use the Bing translation API that
enables high quality machine translation in more than 50 languages.11 Semantic fea-
tures such as named entities and time expressions can be efficiently extracted and
co-referenced in a number of languages using state-of-the-art tools such as DBpedia
Spotlight [Daiber et al. 2013] and HeidelTime [Stro¨tgen and Gertz 2013]. The feature
set in our model is easily extendable, such that in case further interlingual seman-
tic information extractors become proficient, new features can be added. For example,
open relation extraction (e.g. in [Faruqui and Kumar 2015]) is an interesting direction
to add more semantic information to the model in the future.
We assume a linear dependency between the features under consideration and the
overall text passage similarity. The motivation for the linear combination is its simplic-
ity, efficiency of training and computation as well as its effectiveness, as demonstrated
by our results. Therefore, we model the similarity function as a linear combination. Us-
ing this modeling, feature weights can be efficiently learned from annotated datasets,
e.g. using linear regression. The importance of the features in the context of the inter-
10http://multiwiki.l3s.uni-hannover.de/benchmark.html
11https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/translator/translatorapi.aspx
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lingual text passage alignment is represented using the feature importance factors (or
weights) βi ∈ [0, 1], with
∑
i βi = 1:
SimF (TPj , TGk) =
N∑
i=1
βi × sim(TPj , TGk , fi), (1)
where sim(TPj , TGk , fi) ∈ [0, 1] is the similarity of text passages TPj and TGk computed
using feature fi.
3.1. Text Passage Alignment Features
In the following, we present the features that we found to be effective for the inter-
lingual text passage alignment and the corresponding similarity computation in more
detail.
Cosine Similarity (Co): Cosine Similaritymeasures the similarity of text passages
using terms translated to a pivot language, while taking term frequency (tf ) and se-
lectivity (idf ) of the terms into account [Manning et al. 2008]. To increase the precision
of the alignment, the terms are pre-processed using stemming and stop word removal.
Finally, the text passages are represented as vectors of tf − idf term weights and the
cosine similarity of the vectors is computed. Using Cosine Similarity text passage pairs
containing selective terms, i.e. the terms that can distinguish a particular text passage
pair from the rest of the corpus, are prioritized.
Text passage alignment using Cosine Similarity taken in isolation works well for pa-
rallel text passages that contain equivalent information. For example, this can be the
case if one article is created as a translation of the other. In case of the partial overlap,
term-based alignment is not sufficient to distinguish between semantic similarity, i.e.
common information nuggets, and simple overlap in selective terms. Therefore, we do
not expect Cosine Similarity taken in isolation to precisely distinguish between text
passage pairs containing common information nuggets and text passage pairs contain-
ing parallel fragments. In order to enable for precise interlingual alignment of par-
tially overlapping text passages, we use further features such as Entity Annotations
and Time Annotations.
Entity Annotations (E): Entity Annotations are references to named entities men-
tioned in the text passages. Named entities are one of the key semantic components
to support an effective alignment of text passages containing common information
nuggets across languages. In order to enable effective usage of Entity Annotations
for text passage alignment, interlingual entity co-referencing and sparsity of entity
annotations need to be addressed.
Within a particular language named entity references can be extracted
and co-referenced using existing annotation tools (e.g. DBpedia Spotlight
[Daiber et al. 2013]). Also, interlingual annotation tools such as Babelfy become
recently available [Moro et al. 2014]. In this work, we annotate the entities using
DBpedia Spotlight in the original language versions of the articles and then establish
interlingual links between the Entity Annotations using Wikipedia language links
(i.e. the links connecting partner articles in Wikipedia). Another possible solution
would be to use a machine translation service before named entity disambiguation
is applied. However, we observed that machine translation services (such as Bing
Translator API) often fail to correctly translate named entity labels.
Due to the sparsity and the distribution of the Entity Annotations in text passages,
directly applying cosine similarity measure to these annotations does not lead to a
very precise text passage alignment. For example, if two text passages in the English
and the German article “Japan” only have a single Entity Annotation “Tokyo” each,
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their similarity shall not be very high because of the high frequency of this annotation
within the article. However, cosine similarity returns the maximum similarity of 1 be-
cause the vector representations of the text passages are identical in this case. This
problem has also been observed in the related approaches that use sparse annotations
and short texts as features (e.g. in [Duh et al. 2013]). Therefore, our approach is to put
an additional emphasis on the highly selective entity annotations. To this extent, we
compute the text passage similarity using the cosine of the vectors containing annota-
tions and add a smoothing factor ~n, further emphasizing selectivity of the entities in
an article pair.
For each Entity Annotation, the smoothing factor shall be equal to 1 if this anno-
tation is unique in both articles and shall approximate 0 if the annotation is very
frequent. Moreover, the function should quickly decrease with the decreasing selec-
tivity of the annotations. These conditions are fulfilled by a function for exponential
decay. Therefore, we create a vector ~n, where ni is the weight of the Entity Annotation
i computed as:
ni = e
−
dfi
α , (2)
where dfi denotes the number of sentence pairs (i.e. the shortest text passages) in the
article pair containing the annotation i. Note that this smoothing factor does not take
the length of the document into account. The weights computed by Equation 2 are
in the interval ni ∈ (0,1] with the lower weights corresponding to the more common
annotations. The greater α, the slower the decay: If α is very large, highly frequent
annotations are assigned a greater smoothing value and vice versa. With α = 12.2 we
maximized the correlation between the proposed similarity function and the simila-
rity derived from the user annotations on the training dataset TD1 described later in
Section 5 as measured using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC).
When calculating the similarity simE(TPj , TGk) of two text passages TPj and TGk
based on the Entity Annotations, tf − idf weights of the annotations are adjusted by ~n:
simE(TPj , TGk) =
∑N
i=1 wi,TPjwi,TGkni√∑N
i=1 w
2
i,TPj
√∑N
i=1 w
2
i,TGk
, (3)
where wi,sj is the tf − idf weight of the annotation i in the text passage sj and N is the
number of distinct aligned annotations in both articles.
Time Annotations (T): Time Annotations are normalized time expressions ex-
tracted from text passages. These annotations are an important factor to support an
effective interlingual alignment, in particular with regard to the temporal facts. As Wi-
kipedia is an encyclopedic text collection, time expressions play an important role: In a
subset of English and German Wikipedia articles, we observed that on average 36% of
the sentences contain time expressions. When analyzing time expressions mentioned
in the text passages it is important to take their semantic similarity into account.
First, extraction and normalization of time expressions allows a more accurate com-
parison of the described time intervals than a pure syntactic similarity. Second, time
expressions describing longer time intervals, such as a year or a month are less precise
and thus contribute less to the overall text passage similarity than more concrete time
points such as a date. Thus, it is important to enable an accurate comparison of the
(partially) overlapping time intervals taking the length of the interval into account.
Therefore, we assign relevance values to the time intervals ta according to their
length: The longer the time interval, the smaller the relevance value. Following this
intuition, we set the weight of the time interval w(ti) = 1, if ti represents a particular
date, w(ti) = 0.85 for a month and w(ti) = 0.6 for a year. We experimentally observed
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Fig. 2: Processing Pipeline for Feature Extraction
that the function configuration using these weights outperforms other configurations,
such as equal weights for the time intervals of different length.
To compute the similarity based on the Time Annotations simT (TPj , TGk) between
two text passages TPj and TGk , we align each Time Annotation ti ∈ taTPj with its
best matching counterpart tj ∈ taTGk (if any) in these text passages and sum up the
minimum relevance values of the aligned annotations to obtain a time overlap value
tovl:
tovl(TPj , TGk ) =
∑
ti∈taTPj
∑
tj∈taTGk


min(w(ti), w(tj))
∗
0, otherwise
(4)
∗if ti, tj refer to an overlapping time interval, and there is no other overlapping tj′ ∈
ta(TGk) with a higher weight for min(w(ti), w(tj′ )).
If, for example, the annotations “2011/03/20” and “2011/03” are aligned, the rel-
evance weight for a month is taken. The time overlap is computed for both direc-
tions, summed up and then normalized by the total number of the Time Annotations
|taTPj |+ |taTGk | in the text passages TPj and TGk :
simT (TPj , TGk ) =
tovl(TPj , TGk ) + tovl(TGk , TPj )
|taTPj |+ |taTGk |
. (5)
For example, if a text passage TPj contains the Time Annotations “2011/03/20” and
“2011” and text passage TGk contains “2011/03”, the similarity is calculated as simT (
TPj , TGk) =
(0.85+0.6)+(0.85)
2+1 ≈ 0.767.
3.2. Feature Extraction Pipeline
In order to facilitate interlingual text passage alignment we apply a processing
pipeline including the following steps: Sentence splitting, entity annotation and an-
notation of time expressions in the original language; Sentence translation to a pivot
language; Stemming and stop word removal from the translated sentences. This easily
reproducible pipeline is implemented using state-of-the-art tools and services and is
presented in Fig. 2.
3.3. Feature Weights
In order to obtain the feature weights, we created a benchmark Sim− B described in
Section 5 and performed function tuning. As a result, our similarity function (CoET)
has the following feature weights: βCo = 0.69, βT = 0.2 and βE = 0.11. As to not
penalize the sentences with missing features, we have trained additional similarity
function configurations for these cases: CoE (βCo = 0.89, βT = 0 and βE = 0.11), CoT
(βCo = 0.8, βT = 0.2 and βE = 0) and Co (βCo = 1.0, βT = 0 and βE = 0).
4. THE ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
The alignment of text passages is an optimization problem that strives for high si-
milarity of the extracted text passages and their low granularity simultaneously. The
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brute-force approach to this problem is not feasible as the number of possible text pas-
sages and their alignments grows exponentially with the number of sentences in an
article pair. Therefore, we propose a greedy approximation algorithm.
Intuitively, our method works bottom-up as follows: The algorithm starts with the
alignment of the seed sentences in the partner articles with the similarity above a pre-
defined threshold th. Then, it iteratively expands the alignment. As long as the simila-
rity SimF (TPj , TGk) of a text passage pair can be increased by extending it with a close-
by text passage pair, we merge them, such that the overall similarity of the aligned
text passages increases and the granularity of the aligned text passages decreases.
The overall similarity is measured as
∑
TPj↔TGk∈SAP ,AG
SimF (TPj , TGk), where SAP ,AG
is the set of all aligned text passages in the article pair AP , AG.
Due to the interlingual differences, aligned text passages can contain different num-
ber of sentences. Consequently, it does not suffice to merge directly neighbored text
passage pairs. Therefore, we propose two options to incrementally extend a text pas-
sage pair:
—Merging with neighbored sentences: One of the text passages in a pair can be ex-
tended by a single neighbored sentence.
—Merging with (nearly) neighbored text passage pairs: Two text passage pairs can
be merged if they are located in a close neighborhood. This implies the inclusion of
intermediate sentences if the text passage pairs are not directly adjacent.
Based on an initial alignment of similar sentences, we propose a greedy algorithm that
extends the currently most similar text passage pair in each step until no extension is
possible any more (i.e. until no text passage pair can be merged with
To extract topically coherent text passages we rely on two estimates: 1) Interlingual
context: Due to the different structure of the partner articles, text passages related to
different topics are unlikely to come in the same order; Therefore if by adding more
sentences to a text passage the interlingual similarity drops, the topics are likely to
drift. 2) Text structure: Wikipedia articles are arranged in a hierarchical structure.
Articles consist of sections that may contain sub-sections, sub-subsections and so forth.
At the lowest level of the hierarchy, the text is split into paragraphs. The end of such
(sub-)sections or paragraphs provides an indication of a possible topic drift; We intro-
duce a parameter (Structure freedom (sf )) that allows different degrees of freedom
with respect to this structure.
In the rest of this section, we explain the merging methods in more detail and then
show how the algorithm utilizes these methods to create an alignment of text passages.
4.1. Merging of Text Passage Pairs with Neighbored Sentences
The information nuggets of one sentence can be scattered over a few sentences in the
partner article, such that it is necessary to merge the sentences from the partner ar-
ticle to perform the alignment. Fig. 1 contains an example where this merging step
is necessary: While the English article describes the bridge’s collapse and the plunge
of the workers in two sentences, the German article sums that information up just
in one sentence: “Am 17. Juni 1958 brachen mehrere Bru¨ckenbo¨gen und 79 Arbeiter
stu¨rzten 30 Meter tief ins Wasser.” (Translated: “On June 17, 1958, several bridge
arches collapsed and 79 workers plunged 30 meters into the water”). In this case, the
content of the German sentence is scattered among two directly adjacent English sen-
tences. Thus, the English sentences are merged to form a larger text passage that can
be aligned to the single German sentence. More formally, if two consecutive sentences
si ∈ AP and si+1 ∈ AP both (partially) overlap with the same sentence sj ∈ AG in the
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other article, they can be merged into the text passage (si, si+1) ⊆ AP , which is aligned
to form the text passage pair (si, si+1)↔ (sj).
In Algorithm 1, the procedure mergeWithSentences takes a text passage pair as an
input and searches through all neighbored and unaligned sentences to merge them
with it. When multiple text passages can be created that way, the one with the highest
similarity SimF is returned.
4.2. Merging Nearly Neighbored Text Passages
Until now, we discussed the alignment with the help of single sentences. This is espe-
cially important at the beginning of the procedure to obtain a starting point for text
passage extraction: Such aligned sentences constitute initial text passage pairs. In the
next step, we merge text passage pairs in a close neighborhood. Due to the goal of si-
milarity maximization, this merge may only be done if the similarity of the resulting
text passage pair exceeds the similarity of the initial text passage pair. This condition
ensures that the alignment simultaneously strives for low granularity and high overall
similarity. Under that condition, two text passage pairs TPi ↔ TGk and TPj ↔ TGl can
be merged, such that they are replaced by a single text passage pair TPi′ ↔ TGk′ , where
TPi′ contains the sentences from TPi , TPj and, potentially, the intermediate sentences
between them. Such intermediate sentences can provide complementary information
and while included within the aligned text passages, they are put in context.
Whether the similarity score can grow by merging text passages depends on how
similar information is fragmented in both languages. In cases where there is no 1:1
correspondence at the sentence level, merged text passages help to better assimilate
fragmented parts to match the information available on both sides, overall resulting
in higher similarity after merging. Although the inclusion of intermediate sentences
in text passages can potentially result in lower similarity values, it is not necessarily
always the case. As long as the similar parts in the merged text passages overweight,
similarity values of the resulting alignment will be higher.
We enable this extension method by the function mergeWithPassagePair: Given a
text passage pair TPi ↔ TGk , all text passage pairs TPj ↔ TGl in the close neighbor-
hood are chosen as candidates and the one that results in the highest similarity after
merging is returned.
4.3. The Alignment Algorithm
With the help of the two merging functions mergeWithSentence and mergeWithPas-
sagePair, we now define our algorithm MultiWiki to extract and align a precise and
low-granular set of text passage pairs in a bottom-up manner. As shown in Algorithm
1, the input is are two articles, AP , AG, the similarity threshold th, and the structure
freedom parameter sf .
In order to speed up the alignment process, the algorithm operates in a greedy man-
ner: In each step it selects the currently most similar text passage pair TPi ↔ TGj (line
5 - line 6). TPi ↔ TGj is either merged with a neighbored sentence or – if this was
already tried – with a neighbored text passage pair (lines 7 - 11). If the extension is
successful and the merged text passage pair TPi′ ↔ TGj′ achieves a higher similarity
score than TPi ↔ TGj , the set of text passage pairs is updated accordingly (line 14 -
16). This procedure terminates when no text passage pair can be extended such that
its similarity increases: In this case, SAP ,AG remains unchanged and the parameter
foundChanges stays false.
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ALGORITHM 1: Text Passage Alignment Algorithm
Input: Articles AP , AG, similarity threshold th, structure freedom parameter sf .
Output: The set SAP , AG of the aligned text passages.
1 SAP ,AG = alignSentences(AP , AG, th);
2 foundChanges := true;
3 while foundChanges do
4 foundChanges := false;
5 sort(SAP , AG );
6 for each TPi ↔ TGj in SAP , AG do
7 if not mergedWithSentence(TPi ↔ TGj ) then
8 TPi′ ↔ TGj′ = mergeWithSentence(TPi ↔ TGj , sf );
9 end
10 else
11 TPi′ ↔ TGj′ = mergeWithPassagePair(TPi ↔ TGj , sf );
12 end
13 end
14 if SimF (TPi′ , TGj′ ) > SimF (TPi , TGi) then
15 foundChanges := true;
16 SAP ,AG = (SAP ,AG ∪ TPi′ ↔ TGj′ ) \ TPi ↔ TGj ;
17 break;
18 end
19 end
20 return SAP ,AG ;
4.4. Parameters
There are two parameters that can be tuned to adjust the behavior of the proposed
algorithm to make it better fit user preferences:
—Similarity threshold (th): A threshold value th that determines if a text passage
pair is regarded as being similar. A lower threshold enables more flexibility in the
merging, but can also affect the precision of the alignment.
—Structure freedom (sf): The likelihood of a topic drift shall be higher when reach-
ing a new section or paragraph in the original text. Thus, to enhance the topical
coherence of the aligned text passages, we can disallow the algorithm to merge sen-
tences from different sections or paragraphs. We introduce three structure freedom
levels:max (i.e. no limits),mid (i.e. never exceed a given section) andmin (i.e. always
stay within one paragraph).
We discuss parameter tuning and their influence on the overall effectiveness of the
method in the evaluation described in Section 7.
5. SIMILARITY FUNCTION TUNING AND PERFORMANCE
In order to facilitate fine-tuning and evaluation of the interlingual text passage simila-
rity function presented in Section 3, we created a benchmark Sim−B. This benchmark
defines the similarity scores for the interlingual text passage pairs in the German and
the English languages based on shared semantic information. We use parts of this
benchmark for the fine-tuning of the similarity function as well as for the evaluation
as discussed in the following.
5.1. The Sim – B Benchmark for Interlingual Similarity Computation
An important question for the benchmark creation is the selection of the text passage
pairs to be annotated. On the one hand, the annotation of all possible text passage
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pairs in the partner articles does not appear feasible due to their large number. On the
other hand, the majority of text passage pairs that can be built in any partner article
pair is rather dissimilar. Therefore, random selection of text passages would not lead
to a sufficient number of similar pairs to train the similarity function. Hence, in order
to fine-tune the feature weights βfi in Equation 1, we apply an iterative bootstrapping
approach. This approach incrementally collects relevant text passage pairs and sys-
tematically refines the weights using supervised machine leaning and user feedback.
For simplicity of the annotation, in Sim − B we focus on short text passages, each
consisting of a single sentence. In particular, we create three datasets:
The dataset TD1:We first pre-select sentence pairs from a set of controversial Wi-
kipedia articles [Yasseri et al. 2014] in the German and the English languages aligned
via the language links to build the training dataset TD1. This is performed by using
the text passage similarity function following Equation 1 with a set of initial manually
defined feature weights. In order to include the sentences that do not contain all fea-
tures, we varied the feature weights, including 0-weights for the features based on the
entity and time annotations. These sentence pairs are judged by users, such that we
can learn feature weights for the similarity function using supervised machine learn-
ing (in particular, we utilize linear regression for this task).
The dataset TD2: Then we iteratively refine the feature weights and incremen-
tally collect sentence pairs for the second training dataset TD2. This dataset contains
randomly selected partner articles. We collect sentence pairs having similarity above a
manually defined threshold (0.25) and further refine the feature weights. When no sub-
stantial changes in the feature weights are observed in the next iterations, we consider
the feature weights to be optimal.
The dataset V D: Finally, we create a validation dataset V D. We use this dataset to
evaluate the similarity function. This dataset contains sentence pairs extracted from
randomly selected partner articles using pooling – a standard evaluation method in In-
formation Retrieval [Manning et al. 2008]. To this extent, we retrieve the ranked list of
the most similar sentence pairs generated by different similarity functions (the func-
tions are described in Section 5.3). We ensure that the top-k results of each function are
user-annotated. Other sentence pairs, i.e. those ranked below k = 200 by all similarity
functions are considered to be dissimilar. Pooling method enables a fair comparison of
the precision and recall values across the functions considered in the evaluation, even
though the absolute recall values can be overestimated.
Table II provides an overview of the article selection method and the size of the
datasets.
Dataset Source Articles
Possible
Sentence Pairs
Annotated
Sentence Pairs
TD1 Controversial Articles 14 2016568 229
TD2 Random Articles 20 260867 1233
V D Random Articles 33 20358 300
Table II: Datasets consisting of the German and the English Wikipedia partner ar-
ticles. During the function tuning and evaluation process, a subset of highly ranked
sentence pairs aligned by different methods in each of these datasets has been anno-
tated.
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Page
Avg.
Rating
Article ID1 Article ID2 Text1 Text2
European
Union
1.0 en-635761078 de-136109478 In 2012, the EU was
awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize.
2012 wurde der
Europischen Union der
Friedensnobelpreis
zuerkannt.
Nicolaus
Copernicus
0.4375 en-634443003 de-134393612 He died about 1483. Als sein Vater 1483
starb, war Nikolaus
zehn Jahre alt.
Table III: Example text passages from the Sim − B benchmark. In addition to the
sentence pairs and similarity user ratings illustrated in this table, the benchmark also
contains additional (dataset) IDs, the single user ratings, the articles, their sentences,
semantic annotations and machine translations.
5.2. Similarity Annotations with Users
During the benchmark creation process described in Section 5.1, we annotated the ini-
tial training dataset TD1 with 258 pre-selected sentence pairs in a user study. In total,
11 users (graduate CS students with good knowledge of both languages) participated
in the user study. Each user performed at least 50 tasks (an average evaluation time
of a set of 50 tasks was 30 minutes). In each task, the user was presented the English
sentence and a list of one or more alignment candidates in German. The users were
asked to classify each candidate as one of: “same content (i.e. facts)”, “partly same con-
tent” or “different content” categories. In addition we made the options “don’t know”
and “corrupted sentence” available to the users. The last option helped to exclude sen-
tences containing occasional errors introduced by the pre-processing from the evalua-
tion. Each sentence pair in this dataset was evaluated by at least 8 users. In addition,
we created a set of 12 manually selected parallel sentence pairs as well as 12 randomly
selected mismatched sentence pairs to verify the user’s input.
To compute the overall user-defined similarity scores for each sentence pair in this
training dataset, we assigned the scores of 1.0 to the “same content”, 0.5 to the “partly
same content” and 0.0 to the “different content” judgements and computed the simila-
rity of a sentence pair as an average of the user scores. As a result of the user study,
we obtained an initial training dataset containing 229 aligned sentence pairs (29 cor-
rupted sentences and the sentence pairs added for verification of users’ input are ig-
nored): 18 pairs with an average user score in the interval [0.75, 1] (parallel sentence
pairs), 102 pairs in (0.25, 0.75) (partially similar) and 109 pairs in [0, 0.25] (different).
According to these numbers, there is at least a partial overlap in more than the half of
the evaluated sentence pairs.
The datasets TD2 and V D have been annotated using the same procedure, while em-
ploying a smaller number of annotators. Table III shows two examples of the sentence
pairs with their ratings in the Sim−B benchmark.
Difficulty of the similarity annotation task: To obtain a better understanding
of the task difficulty for the users, we computed the Fleiss’ κ [Gwet 2014], a statistical
measure of agreement between individuals for qualitative ratings, as a measure of the
reliability of the user agreement. Note that according to Fleiss’ definition, κ < 0 corre-
sponds to no agreement, κ = 0 to agreement by chance, and 0 < κ ≤ 1 to agreement
beyond chance. Here, we considered the seven users with the most ratings. Each of
these users evaluated the majority of the 229 sentence pairs in TD1. If we do not dif-
ferentiate between the partially overlapping and the parallel sentence pairs, κ value
reaches 0.571, which is close to the “substantial agreement”. For the three classes
(“same content”, “partly same content” and “different content”), agreement values are
lower and correspond to a “moderate agreement” by using the intervals presented in
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[Landis and Koch 1977] (κ ≈ 0.474). In other terms, we could find that for 131 sen-
tence pairs (57.21%), there has been at most 1 user disagreeing with the other users.
According to these values, it is presumably easier for the users to decide whether two
sentences are at least partially overlapping, than to differentiate between partially
overlapping and parallel sentences in this corpus.
Sources of disagreement by similarity annotations: To better understand the
reasons for the users’ disagreement, we looked at those sentence pairs that were put
into different classes by the users. We found that user disagreement can be typically
observed in cases with differences in the author perspective and with missing context:
—Difference in the author perspective, generalization:
—English: “Berlin is known for its numerous cultural institutions, many of which
enjoy international reputation”.12
—German: “Die Sportereignisse, Universita¨ten, Forschungseinrichtungen und
Museen Berlins genießen internationalen Ruf”.13 (Translated: “The sport events,
universities, research institutions and museums of Berlin enjoy international rep-
utation”.)
—Missing context: References to other sentences, where the user has to consider the
context of the sentence in the Wikipedia article to disambiguate the reference:
—English: “The church was destroyed in the Second World War and left in ruins”.
—German: “Sie war durch Bombenangriffe im Zweiten Weltkrieg schwer bescha¨digt
worden”. (Translated: “It was heavily damaged by bombings in the Second World
War”.)
Although both sentence pairs in these examples contain similar information and
could be viewed as parallel, some users classified them as partially overlapping or
even different due to the language-specific differences in the information presentation.
In order to increase the user agreement in the second case, missing context could be
provided by presenting larger text passage context (e.g. paragraphs) to the users.
Usage of the user annotations for function training and evaluation: Al-
though the absolute scores provided by the individual users can vary for some text
passage pairs, the scores aggregated over multiple user judgments provide a com-
prehensive picture of the relative similarity across the text passage pairs. Such ag-
gregated scores can be effectively used for training and evaluation of the similarity
function.
5.3. Similarity Function Evaluation
In this work we establish the baseline for the alignment of text passages con-
taining overlapping information nuggets across languages. Closest to our work,
Duh et al. [2013] aimed at the identification of new information in Wikipedia articles
and applied cosine similarity measure. This method uses terms obtained after machine
translation, stop word removal and stemming. We use cosine similarity in isolation as
a baseline to assess the relevance of the other semantic features we proposed. We use
the following notations for the similarity function configurations:
—Co: Cosine similarity. This method uses terms obtained using machine translation,
stop word removal and stemming.
—CoE: This function combines Cosine similarity with Entity Annotations.
—CoT: This function combines Cosine similarity with Time Annotations.
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin?oldid=635429067
13http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin?oldid=136234983
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Similarity
Function
Average Precision (AP)
All
Sentences
Without Parallel
Sentences
Co 84.35% 74.99%
CoE 85.73% 76.79%
CoT 89.77% 83.32%
CoET 90.98% 84.63%
Table IV: Average precision values for text passage similarity functions in the align-
ment task. For each of the functions, the top-200 sentence pairs were collected. Based
on the resulting set of 267 sentence pairs (257 for non-parallel sentence pairs), the
average precision values were computed.
—CoET: This function combines Cosine similarity with both, Entity Annotations and
Time Annotations.
For the validation dataset V D, we collected the top-200 sentence pairs per similarity
function under consideration. Given the resulting set of sentence pairs and the average
user ratings per sentence pair, we compute the average precision (AP ) values of the
rankings achieved by the different alignment functions. For each sentence pair, its
user similarity score is computed as an average over the scores given by the individual
annotators. To determine the relevance of the retrieved sentence pairs for the average
precision computation, we apply a threshold of 0.25 on the average user ratings (i.e. we
assume that the sentence pair is relevant if an average user rating is ≥ 0.25).
As we can observe in Table IV, Co that only uses Cosine Similarity achieves an
average precision of 84.35%. Additional semantic features we proposed in this ar-
ticle such as Entity Annotations in CoE (AP = 85.73%) and Time Annotations in
CoT (AP = 89.77%) and in particular the combination of these annotations in CoET
(AP = 90.98%) enable us to further improve the average precision. This result con-
firms the high effectiveness of the proposed semantic features for the text passage
alignment.
When only considering partially overlapping sentences, several differences can be
observed: The absolute average precision values of all similarity functions drop, con-
firming that it is easier to align the parallel sentences than the partially overlapping
ones. This decrease varies dependent on the similarity function: Compared to the case
with the parallel sentences, CoET shows the lowest decrease, which emphasizes the
value of the semantic annotations for the alignment of partially overlapping sentences:
In this case CoET achieves up to 9.64% improvement in the average precision com-
pared to the purely syntactic-based function Co.
An improvement when using the Time Annotations is higher than for the Entity An-
notations, because although very selective Entity Annotations contribute to the precise
text passage alignment, we cannot use less selective annotations to precisely differen-
tiate the sentences with semantically meaningful information nugget overlap from the
rest.
Overall, our evaluation results confirm that the use of semantic features leads to
a more precise text passage alignment, in particular with respect to the partially
overlapping sentences and indicates that Time Annotations and selective Entity An-
notations are effective features towards identifying semantically similar text passages
containing common information nuggets.
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Page User ID Article ID1 Article ID2 Passage1 Passage2 Title
Winger
(sports)
43 en-664310306 de-664310306
10-11
-12-13
7-8-9 Football
Johann Hugo
von Orsbeck
43 en-668382450 de-144384256 4-5 8-9
Birth and
parents
Johann Hugo
von Orsbeck
47 en-668382450 de-144384256 29 61 The end
Table V: Example text passages from the Align − B benchmark. In addition to the
user-aligned text passage pairs illustrated in this table, the benchmark also contains
the actual sentences.
6. TEXT PASSAGE ALIGNMENT BENCHMARK
In order to better understand the problem of the interlingual text passage extraction
and alignment from the user perspective we collect the benchmark Align − B for the
method tuning and evaluation in a user study. The aims of the user study were to:
1) Better understand the difficulty of the manual text passage alignment task for the
users; 2) Observe, analyze and learn from the user decisions regarding the alignment
of text passages; and to 3) Create a benchmark to fine-tune and evaluate automatic
methods for this task.
6.1. The Align−B Benchmark for Text Passage Alignment
To collect the user annotations for the interlingual text passage alignment, we ran-
domly selected a set of partner articles from the English and the German Wikipedia.
As we focus on the text passages, article pairs where one of the articles mainly con-
sisted of tables and lists were filtered out manually. The resulting dataset contains
55 article pairs coming from several domains and includes, for example, “General Post
Office”, “Commuter Rail” and “GeorgeWilliam Gray”. With regard to the split obtained
by a sentence splitting algorithm, the English articles contain 21.32 sentences on ave-
rage and the German ones 17.27, which makes a total of 2,123 sentences. Based on
the 55 article pairs in this dataset, we created another dataset from the Russian and
English Wikipedia. This dataset consists of the 21 article pairs whose articles can be
found in the Russian Wikipedia as well.
In the user study, the user’s task was, given a pair of German-English or Russian-
English partner articles, to extract and align similar text passages. In total, 12 users
(graduate CS or mathematics students with good knowledge of both languages) par-
ticipated in the user study for the German-English article pairs. Each user annotated
15 article pairs on average. All 55 article pairs were annotated by at least three users
each, 14 of them by four different users. This makes a total set of 179 distinct user an-
notations of article pairs. In each of these annotations, at least one text passage pair
was identified. The average number of text passage pairs annotated per article pair is
3.34. The 21 articles in the Russian-English dataset were manually annotated by at
least one user. Three example text passage pairs in Align−B are shown in Table V.
6.2. Task Description and User Interface
The user interface of the study is similar to the interface shown in Fig. 1: At the begin-
ning, the user sees both articles without any marked text passage pairs. By clicking on
the sentences, the user can incrementally create text passages in both articles simulta-
neously, expand the text passages by adding further sentences on each language’s side
and finally confirm the alignment of the created text passage pair. To ensure topical
coherence of the created text passage pair, the last step requires an input of a brief
user-defined English title.
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The instructions for the user included the following steps:
Step 1 Read both language versions of the article.
Step 2 Find and align a pair of similar text passages in the two articles. If several align-
ment candidates are available, select only the best matching pair. If similarity and
topics are the same, prefer longer text passages.
Step 3 Give the aligned text passage pair an English title.
Step 4 Continue with Step 2 until all similar text passage pairs across both language
editions of the article are aligned.
With these instructions we let the decision if any intermediate sentences should be
included to the user, as long as the aligned text passages fulfill the conditions specified
in Step 2.
6.3. Difficulty of the Text Passage Alignment Task
In order to better understand the difficulty of the task for the users, we measured the
time spent by the users on the task and the user agreement. On average, a user spent
approx. 6 minutes to annotate one article pair. The annotation time depends on the
article length: If one of the articles is very short, users spent less than a minute; On
longer articles, some users spent more than 15 minutes. Overall, we can observe that
the task of text passage alignment can be very time consuming especially for longer
articles, even for users with good knowledge of both languages.
To capture the overlap across text passages aligned by different users, we consider
the intra- and interlingual sentence pairs within the annotated articles and check
how different users assign these sentence pairs to text passages. In particular, the
intra-lingual measurement estimates the agreement of the users on the extraction
step (i.e. for each article we create the set of all possible sentence pairs and check
for each sentence pair and rater whether the two sentences were put in the same text
passage); The interlingual alignment step illustrates the agreement of the users on the
alignment step (i.e. the agreement that two sentences, one from each partner article,
belong to an aligned interlingual text passage pair).
We again compute the inter-rater agreement using Fleiss’ κ-measure. When con-
sidering short articles (less than 2500 characters in both articles together), κ-values
for both the extraction task and the interlingual alignment task approach 0.6 indicat-
ing substantial agreement. Considering all article pairs independent of their length,
we measured κ ≈ 0.467 for the extraction task, and κ ≈ 0.473 for the interlingual
alignment task. These κ values illustrate that the extraction and alignment tasks are
similar with respect to their difficulty and moderate agreement is possible even in
case of longer articles. This also confirms our initial observation performed by the time
measurement, that in case of longer articles the task becomes more difficult for the
users.
6.4. Observations
By analyzing the user annotations we made important observations with respect to the
annotation structure that can help us to further fine-tune the text passage alignment
model.
Alignment of the lead sentences: The lead sentence, i.e. the very first sentence of
aWikipedia article, and the lead sections ofWikipedia articles typically have a uniform
style: Regarding the English Wikipedia manual of style, an article lead section “should
be able to stand alone as a concise overview” and the first sentence “should tell the
non-specialist reader what (or who) the subject is.”14 This subject description is rather
14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual of Style/Lead section
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independent of the specific language and thus it is very likely that there is an aligned
text passage pair containing at least the lead sentence of both partner articles. In our
study, this was the case for 92.74% of all the article pairs.
Comparison of the text passage length: As we enable users to include additional
information in the aligned text passage pairs, although it only occurs in one of the text
passages as long as it is related to a common topic, the length of the aligned text pas-
sages can differ. The results of our user study show that only 51.59% of the user-aligned
text passage pairs have exactly the same number of sentences in both languages. On
average, the length of the aligned text passages differs by 0.89 sentences; Overall, the
interlingual difference in the length of the user-aligned text passages follows a power
law distribution and can exceed three or more sentences in 8.21% of the cases.
Text passages vs. text paragraphs: We assume that each text paragraph and
section in the original Wikipedia text hierarchy can form a topically coherent text pas-
sage. To estimate the usefulness of the Wikipedia text structure in the context of text
passage alignment, we measured how the user-extracted text passages correlate with
the article structure. We observed that out of 642 text passages extracted by the users
(excluding those consisting of one sentence only), 481 (74.92%) are entirely contained
within a single Wikipedia text paragraph, with 241 (37.54%) of them even being equiv-
alent to theWikipedia text paragraph. 626 (97.51%) text passages are placed within the
same Wikipedia section. Although few text passages span across Wikipedia sections,
such extraction is less typical.
Text passage titles: For each aligned text passage pair, the users provided titles.
These titles can be roughly assigned into three categories as follows:
—Lead section of the article: “Summary”, “Description”, “Definition”, “Name”, “Short
biography”.
—Typical sections: “History”, “Family”, “Career”, “Early life”, “Demographics”,
“Awards”.
—Article-specific: “Prime minister”, “Ice hockey”, “The accident”, “Bishop of Speyer
and Trier”.
We manually categorized the titles given by the users and found that 130 titles
(22%) belong to the first, 143 titles (24%) to the second and 324 titles (54%) to the
last category. The first category’s titles reoccur very often (“Summary”, ”Description”
and ”Definition” are the three most frequent titles) and illustrate the aforementioned
observation that the lead paragraphs in each article are likely to be aligned. The titles
in the first two categories come from a rather small set of titles and depend on the
entity type (e.g. the articles about countries and cities often contain information about
demographics). In the last category, there are very specific titles that may be unique
for an article and often are more detailed than Wikipedia section titles. In this article
we do not perform any automatic labeling of the aligned text passages to annotate the
topics. These observations can help to perform automatic labeling in future research.
Disagreement sources: Typical sources of annotator disagreement in our dataset
include the differences in the granularity of extracted topics and the varying level of
details across the partner articles.
Granularity of extracted topics: The annotators can disagree on the granularity of
the topics and the corresponding text passages to be extracted. For example, there is
a section about the political career of the Lithuanian politician Algirdas Butkevicˇius
with about ten sentences in each the English and the German articles. One of the
annotators performed an alignment of the complete section as a single text passage
and entitled it as “Political carrier”. Another annotator performed a higher granular-
ity alignment by splitting it into two text passages entitled “Begin of political carrier”
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and “Prime minister”; the third annotator created three text passages: “SDLP15 Mem-
bership”, “Minister of Finance” and “Prime Minister”.
Level of description details: Another source of disagreement is the case of the inter-
lingual differences between the articles where a very specific description in one article
corresponds to a more generic and less detailed description in the partner article. For
example, in the English article about the European pine vole, there is only a list of the
countries where the animal lives, while the German article has a whole section with
a well-phrased text about the animal’s habitat. Only one out of three users performed
the alignment between the country list and the detailed description.
As certain disagreement is expected in such cases, we treat all user annotations as
correct alternatives during the evaluation.
7. EVALUATION OF INTERLINGUAL TEXT PASSAGE ALIGNMENT
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of interlingual text passage alignment pre-
sented in this article has not been addressed by any existing approach. To enable an
evaluation of the proposed method, we use state-of-the-art methods for text segmen-
tation and alignment that take different approaches to the extraction and alignment
aspects as baselines. We evaluate our approach using the user annotated Align − B
benchmark presented in Section 6 and experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method and its superiority with respect to the baselines.
7.1. Methods and Baselines
To enable effective interlingual text passage alignment, MultiWiki relies on two main
components: 1) Extraction of text passages taking their interlingual context into ac-
count; and 2) Interlingual alignment of the extracted text passages. In order to eval-
uate MultiWiki, we use baseline methods, each taking a different approach on the
extraction and alignment steps:
—Sentence alignment baseline (SA Baseline): The SA Baseline aligns interlin-
gual sentence pairs using a state-of-the-art sentence alignment function defined in
[Duh et al. 2013]. In contrast to our method, the SA Baseline does not merge aligned
sentences into longer text passages. Therefore, a comparison between our method
and this baseline can highlight the impact of the text passage extraction on the
evaluation metrics. As the sentences pairs aligned by this baseline are syntactically
similar, we expect SA Baseline to achieve high precision, but at the price of a signif-
icant granularity increase compared to our method.
—Plagiarism detection baseline (PD Baseline): The goal of the plagiarism de-
tection is to identify contiguous maximal-length passages containing reused text
[Sanchez-Perez et al. 2015]. While our problem is more general and includes a
broader range of semantically similar text passages, topically coherent plagiarism
text passages can constitute valid alignments according to our definition. To facili-
tate a comparison, we use a state-of-the-art plagiarism detection method as a base-
line [Sanchez-Perez et al. 2015]. As plagiarism detection can be viewed as a special
case of text passage alignment, we expect this baseline to achieve lower recall com-
pared to our method.
—Alignment of Wikipedia paragraphs (WikiParagraphs): The WikiParagraphs
method takes the text paragraphs as specified in the original structure of the Wi-
kipedia articles. We perform the alignment of such pre-defined paragraphs equi-
valently toMultiWiki using the same similarity function and thresholds. Compared
to the method proposed in this article, inWikiParagraphs the boundaries of the text
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passage are defined a-priori by the Wikipedia structure and do not take into account
any interlingual context. As such paragraphs are user-defined, we expectWikiPara-
graphs to perform well with respect to the granularity of the alignment, as such
paragraphs should be intuitive for human readers. However, as WikiParagraphs
misses text passages deviating from the Wikipedia text paragraphs, we expect to
obtain lower recall values. In addition, the interlingual differences in the paragraph
structure can affect precision of the alignment.
—Alignment of TextTiling segments (TextTiling): This baseline represents the
TextTiling algorithm [Hearst 1997] that subdivides texts into topically coherent seg-
ments using term distributions irrespective of the original text structure. We per-
form the interlingual alignment of such segments equivalently to the MultiWiki
and WikiParagraphs methods. Similarly to WikiParagraphs, the segmentation per-
formed by TextTiling does not take the interlingual context of the article into ac-
count. Given their comparable approaches, we expect the results of TextTiling and
WikiParagraphs to be similar.
As discussed in the problem statement in Section 2.1, the most important criterion
for an effective text passage alignment is to achieve an optimal combination of the pre-
cision, recall and granularity of the aligned text passage pairs. Whereas the individual
baselines are naturally optimized for one of these metrics, we expect our method to
achieve the best performance with respect to their combination.
7.2. Dataset for Interlingual Text Passage Alignment
To facilitate the evaluation of the effectiveness of MultiWiki as well as the parameter
tuning, we randomly split the German-English part of theAlign−B benchmark defined
in Section 6 into two disjoint parts. The first part, used as a training dataset, contains
20 article pairs. We refer to this part as Align− T and use it for the parameter tuning
ofMultiWiki presented in Section 7.4. The other part, a validation dataset Align− V ,
contains the remaining 35 article pairs and is used to evaluate our approach. The
Russian-English subset of the benchmark is named Align−R.
Our Align − B benchmark includes article pairs annotated by up to four different
users. These user annotations can indicate some differences with respect to the text
passage extraction and alignment. It does not appear feasible to build a single align-
ment incorporating all possible alignments of different users on the same article: even
small deviations in the user annotations (e.g. one extra sentence added to a text pas-
sage) would lead to an overall different annotation of the article that cannot be directly
merged into a single representation without modifying the user-defined alignment.
Therefore, in the evaluation, we first compute the scores for each user and each metric
separately and then aggregate them to build average scores over the users per article,
normalized by the article lengths.
7.3. Evaluation Metrics
The goal of our evaluation is to compare the quality of the text passage alignment using
the methods discussed before with respect to their precision, recall and granularity.
Althoughwe expect differentmethods to optimize some of these metrics in isolation, we
are particularly interested in measuring their overall impact. According to the problem
statement defined in Section 2.1, such evaluationmeasure must reward high similarity
and penalize high granularity of the alignment. In addition, high recall is important
to ensure that as many user-aligned text passage pairs are found as possible.
These requirements are to a large extent addressed by the plagdetmetric as defined
in [Potthast et al. 2010]. In the following we discuss this metric and the adjustments
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we made to fit this metric (originally defined in the context of the plagiarism detection)
our problem, in particular with respect to the granularity computation.
The plagdetmetric is based on the character-based precision and recall scores as well
as on an additional score for granularity. Put together, the three measures form the
plagdet score that is used as an overall measure of the alignment effectiveness.Plagdet
requires a set S of the user-defined text passage alignment cases (ground truth) and a
set R of their algorithmic detections. In our case, the set S is obtained from the Align−
B benchmark. Each method to be evaluated returns its own set R of text passage
detections.
In the context of the interlingual text passage alignment, an adjustment is required
for the granularity computation. Plagiarism detection is a directed problem: Given a
suspicious document and a source document, the goal is to detect reused text parts
in the suspicious document. Therefore, in the original plagdet metric, the granularity
is defined as a measure of “whether a plagiarism case s ∈ S is detected as a whole
or in several pieces” [Potthast et al. 2010]. That means, it would be sufficient if the
alignment algorithm would return longer text passages to perform well with respect
to this measure. In our case we aim at matching text passages in both articles si-
multaneously, as close as possible to the user-defined extraction. Therefore, the mea-
sure should reflect the granularity on both sides of the alignment. Thus, we define the
symmetric granularity measure gransymm(S,R) to be used in our computation of the
plagdet score:
gransymm(S,R) =
gran(S,R) + gran(R,S)
2
. (6)
In more detail, the individual components of plagdet are defined as follows:
—Precision: The fraction of the characters in R that are among the user-defined text
passage pairs. Precision computed at the character level is further normalized using
the text passage lengths.
—Recall: The fraction of characters in S that are determined by the algorithm.
—Plagdet: A combination of the previous scores that rewards a high F value
(harmonic mean of precision and recall) and low granularity: plagdet(S,R) =
F1
log2(1+gransymm(S,R))
∈ [0, 1].
Granularity and Inverse Granularity: The gransymm measure defined above is
anti-correlated with the effectiveness of the method (with gransymm = 1 being the best
and gransymm = |R| being the worst). To simplify the presentation of the results we will
also use I − Gran(S,R) – i.e. its inverse value: I − Gran(S,R) = gransymm(S,R)−1 ∈
[ 1|R| , 1]. The I − Gran measure is positively correlated with the method effectiveness
with respect to the granularity aspect.
7.4. Parameter Tuning
To identify the optimal values for the threshold th and the structure freedom sf pa-
rameters, we used the Align− T dataset described in Section 7.2. The best performing
values of the parameters on the Align−T are: Similarity threshold th = 0.21 and struc-
ture freedom sf = min (i.e. the text passage should stay within one Wikipedia text
paragraph). Moreover, as we observed that the lead sentences of both articles were
aligned in 92.74% of the user aligned articles, we apply a lower similarity threshold
(i.e. th/2) for the seed text passage pair consisting of the lead sentence per article.
Fig. 3 gives a more detailed overview of how MultiWiki behaves for different values
of the individual parameters. Obviously, the similarity threshold (Fig. 3a) has a strong
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impact on the alignment results. If this threshold is too high, recall decreases as not
enough sentence pairs are identified at the beginning of the alignment procedure. The
best plagdet score for the comparison with the user corpus is achieved when setting
th ≈ 0.21. For very low values of th, recall decreases again: This is because the align-
ment function initially aligns a large number of sentence pairs, which decreases the
effectiveness of the further extraction steps.
With respect to the structure freedomparameter sf (Fig. 3b), we can observe that the
best results with respect to the precision, granularity and plagdet scores are achieved
with the sf = min settings, meaning that the extracted text passages should be con-
tained within one text paragraph. That is consistent with our observation that users
do not tend to extract text passages exceeding Wikipedia text paragraphs or sections.
The increase in recall value for sf = max accounts for the other cases, where users
selected longer text passages.
Overall, we observe that the similarity threshold and the structure freedom param-
eters are effective to control the alignment results. These parameters allow to put an
emphasis on the selected measures such as recall and granularity of the alignment.
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Fig. 3: Evaluation scores for different parameters used in our algorithm. In both dia-
grams, these scores are computed for varying values of the parameter on the X-axis
while the other parameter is kept constant.
7.5. Evaluation Results
In this section we first compare the length of text passages extracted by different me-
thods to get insights into their granularity. Then we present the evaluation results of
the text passage alignment effectiveness achieved by our method and the baselines
presented in Section 7.1.
Text passage length comparison: Table VI provides an overview of the average
number of text passage pairs per article alignment and the number of sentences per
text passage pair using Align − T and Align − V . An optimal alignment should be
equivalent to the text passages in the user alignment. As we can observe, the SA Base-
line that aligns individual sentences contains just two sentences per text passage pair,
one in each language. In contrast, the PD Baseline that comes from the plagiarism de-
tection domain forms very long text passage pairs sometimes spanning across several
Wikipedia sections, containing over 19 sentences on average. Our method MultiWiki
comes closest to the user alignment (4.43 sentences per text passage pair, vs. 5.00 sen-
tences in the user-defined text passages), which is a good indicator of an appropriate
granularity.
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Table VI: Number of text passage pairs and sentences aligned by different methods.
# Text Passage Pairs
per Article Pair
# Sentences per
Text Passage Pair
User Average 3.34 5.00
PD Baseline 1.32 19.55
TextTiling 2.16 7.04
WikiParagraphs 2.96 6.64
MultiWiki 4.50 4.43
SA Baseline 6.13 2.00
Effectiveness of the alignment methods: The effectiveness results achieved by
different methods applied on Align − V and Align − R with respect to the precision,
recall, granularity and plagdetmetrics are shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4a presents the precision scores for the five alignment methods applied on the
German-English article pairs in Align− V . SA Baseline and PD Baseline achieve pre-
cision values of 83.48% and 91.26%, respectively. This is expected, as both of these
baselines specifically focus on the syntactic similarity, either by selecting individual
sentences (SA Baseline), or by extracting plagiarism cases (PD Baseline). TextTiling,
WikiParagraphs and MultiWiki allow for additional content within the text passages
and thus show lower precision values.WikiParagraphs that uses predefinedWikipedia
paragraphs shows 70.4% precision, which is 8% above TextTiling. This number can be
significantly improved by enabling flexible extraction in MultiWiki, increasing preci-
sion to 82.41%.
This flexibility in the text passage extraction enablesMultiWiki to outperform other
methods with respect to the recall metric. The comparison of the recall values is pre-
sented in Fig. 4b. Our algorithm MultiWiki achieves over 58% recall and outperforms
the second best method (WikiParagraphs) by 2.6 points for that measure. The Text-
Tiling and PD Baseline are least flexible, resulting in low recall values of 50.46% and
41.77%. In particular, PD Baseline detects too few text passage pairs, whereas SA Base-
line does not include enough sentences.
Regarding the I−Gran values depicted in Fig. 4c,MultiWiki (I−Gran = 0.86), Text-
Tiling (I−Gran = 0.83) andWikiParagraphs (I−Gran = 0.90) significantly outperform
the baseline methods SA Baseline (I−Gran = 0.73) and PD Baseline (I−Gran = 0.59).
These results confirm the observations made in Table VI where these methods came
closest to the user alignment. As WikiParagraphs constitutes longer text passages, its
I −Gran scores are higher.
The plagdet metric in Fig. 4d aggregates the results of precision, recall and granu-
larity. According to this metric, ourMultiWiki method performs best and achieves the
highest plagdet score of 0.56, that is 0.03 points better thanWikiParagraphs.MultiWiki
outperforms the SA Baseline by 0.09 and PD Baseline by 0.26 points. The results of the
paired t-test confirm statistical significance of this result for the confidence level of
95%.
Overall, our evaluation results confirm the high effectiveness of our MultiWiki
method. MultiWiki achieves the highest plagdet and recall scores and outperforms
the baselines with respect to granularity due to its flexibility in the extraction process.
This result also demonstrates that existing approaches like SA Baseline and PD Base-
line that optimize for syntactic similarity cannot be effectively applied to the problem
of interlingual text passage alignment presented in this article. When using the prede-
fined paragraphs for the alignment, WikiParagraphs outperforms TextTiling in every
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aspect. Hence, the text paragraphs in Wikipedia represent a more intuitive division of
the article into its subtopics from the user perspective than the TextTilingmethod.
English-Russian dataset: To confirm the generalizability of our approach on other
language pairs, we evaluated the alignment methods on the Russian-English article
pairs in Align − R, using the same values for the similarity functions weights and
passage alignment parameters as in the English-German case. The results follow a
similar distribution compared to the English-German evaluation.MultiWiki achieves a
plagdet score of 0.63, outperforming the other methods as seen in Fig. 4h. As we did not
perform any language-specific training on the Russian-English data, these evaluation
results suggest that the training results obtained in one language can be effectively
applicable to the sentence similarity computation and text passage alignment in other
language pairs.
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Fig. 4: Evaluation metric scores for two language pairs, different metrics, alignment
methods and baselines. M: MultiWiki, W: WikiParagraphs, T: TextTiling, S: SA Base-
line, P: PD Baseline.
8. RELATED RESEARCH
The problem of the interlingual text passage alignment in partner articles discussed
in this paper has not been addressed by any existing approach. In the following we
discuss related applications to analyze interlingual differences in multilingual Wiki-
pedia as well as related methods for interlingual text alignment. Finally, we discuss
available benchmarks.
Analyzing interlingual differences in Wikipedia: The problem of identifying
information missing in a particular language edition using other Wikipedia lan-
guage editions has been considered at different levels of granularity, including sug-
gestion of the articles missing in a particular language edition to the Wikipedia ed-
itors [Wulczyn et al. 2016], finding complementary sentences within a partner article
[Duh et al. 2013] and detection of missing infobox information [Adar et al. 2009]. Infor-
mation propagation across languages has been considered by Hale [2014], who studied
the behavior of the editors simultaneously working on multiple Wikipedia language
editions. Interlingual information propagation has also been considered in our recent
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demonstration paper, where we proposed a graphical user interface to observe changes
in the interlingual article similarity over time [Gottschalk and Demidova 2016]. All
these approaches target discovery of interlingual similarities in Wikipedia, while tar-
geting aspects different from MultiWiki.
Further approaches attempt to automatically compare partner articles to identify
their overall similarity. In Barro´n-Ceden˜o et al. [2014], the authors compare different
metrics to compute an overall similarity of the articles in different languages. Manype-
dia [Massa and Scrinzi 2012] provides an automatic translation to English, and points
out article statistics and concept similarity metrics computed based on the article in-
terlinking. The Omnipedia interface [Bao et al. 2012] visualizes the information sum-
marized from multiple language editions using topic extraction methods. However,
none of the existing approaches enables the detailed interlingual comparison of the
partner articles at the text passage level as facilitated by MultiWiki.
Interlingual text passage alignment: Text passage alignment has been consi-
dered in the context of machine translation applications, where the goal is to cre-
ate parallel corpora to train translation models. In this context, existing approaches
aim to extract parallel text passages from a bilingual parallel document corpus (e.g.
[Rasooli et al. 2011], [Gupta and Pala 2012]). Existing approaches in this area typ-
ically assume that the paragraphs are parallel and contain translated text, such
that adjustments of the paragraph boundaries are not required. Rasooli et al. [2011]
use pre-defined paragraph boundaries and apply similarity measures, similar to the
methodWikiParagraphs used as a baseline in this paper. Gupta et al. [2012] allow for
many-to-many paragraph alignments (i.e. they merge neighbored paragraphs) based
on the assumption of a common text flow in both documents. These assumptions are
not applicable to the partner articles in Wikipedia. In contrast, the MultiWiki method
does not require any parallel corpora and facilitates an alignment of similar text pas-
sages irrespective of the differences in the paragraph structure.
At a higher granularity level, several works have also considered an align-
ment of individual parallel sentences in the context of machine translation
[Adafre and De Rijke 2006], [Mohammadi and Ghasem-Aghaee 2010] and identifica-
tion of complementary sentences in partner articles [Duh et al. 2013]. Sentence align-
ment alone fails to provide an overview of the overlapping article parts due to its high
granularity. In addition, in MultiWiki we face the problem of the alignment of partially
overlapping text, that can contain intermediate unrelated sentence parts or entire sen-
tences. The use of semantic features enables MultiWiki to overcome the limitations
related to the syntactic alignment of parallel sentences and achieve better recall and
granularity of the alignment, as demonstrated by our experimental evaluation.
Interlingual text reuse and plagiarism detection: Text reuse occurs for various
reasons and can be of different granularity, including reuse of entire documents as well
as extracts thereof, such as sentences, facts or text passages (also known as local text
reuse [Seo and Croft 2008]). In this context, plagiarism detection is a special form of
local text reuse detection. Interlingual plagiarism detection focuses on identification
of reused text passages across a suspicious document and possible source documents.
In the first step, plagiarism detection methods try to identify source documents for a
given suspicious input document. Then, they search for text fragments that are found
both in the suspicious document and the source documents [Alzahrani et al. 2010].
There are two different approaches to identify plagiarized text passages: (a) Sub-
dividing the text into sections to build a tree structure of the document that is used
to reduce the number of comparisons [Chow and Rahman 2009]; and (b) Bottom-up
combination of sentences into text passages [Alzahrani et al. 2010]. While (a) relies on
similar passage partitioning between the texts, (b) highly relies on correctly aligned
sentences: In [Alzahrani et al. 2010], they merge aligned sentences that have a dis-
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tance of at most 10 characters. This is similar to the merging of neighbored text pas-
sage pairs in our method, but lacks the inclusion of the intermediate sentences in an
aligned text passage and there is no similarity re-computation between text passages
consisting of more than one sentence.
There are two important differences between plagiarism detection and the problem
of finding similar text passages across Wikipedia article pairs: First, plagiarism de-
tection is a directed problem: Given a suspicious document and one or more source
documents, the goal is to search for text passages in the suspicious document that
are based on the source documents. In the Wikipedia text passage alignment, there is
no direction: Due to the independent evolution of Wikipedia articles in different lan-
guage editions, both partner articles assume the role of a suspicious document and
a source document at a time. Second, a plagiarized text passage must be based on
a text passage in another document. Therefore, many plagiarism detection methods
use syntactic similarity measures like n-grams or the longest common subsequence
[Alzahrani et al. 2010] that take the order of words or characters into account. In our
case, aligned text passages share common information without necessarily being based
on the same source. Because of these differences, our MultiWiki method allows for
larger portions of additional information such as unaligned sentences or facts within
the aligned text passages.
Benchmarks: Existing parallel corpora (e.g. [Koehn 2005],
[Steinberger et al. 2006]) cover parallel sentences from particular domains (e.g.
news domain or parliamentary proceedings). Smith et al. [2010] provided a small
benchmark with 225 parallel sentences extracted from 20 manually chosen Wikipedia
articles. However, existing corpora focus on parallel sentences and do not include
the sentences with partially overlapping information nuggets. SemEval workshop
on semantic evaluation [Agirre et al. 2016] includes a cross-lingual semantic textual
similarity task and provides Spanish-English bilingual sentence pairs. The sentences
within this benchmark come from the domains different from Wikipedia, are rather
short and rarely contain time information, as opposed to our Sim − B benchmark.
In this work we incrementally build a benchmark Sim − B for the alignment of sen-
tences with substantial semantic overlap for the German and the English Wikipedia.
Furthermore, we collect a user-annotated benchmark Align − B for text passage
extraction and alignment from partner articles. We make both benchmarks available
to facilitate further research in this area.
9. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article we tackled the problem of interlingual alignment of semantically simi-
lar text passages across partner articles in Wikipedia. Partner articles evolve inde-
pendently in different language editions and can therefore reflect community-specific
points of view on particular topics, or indicate other differences with respect to the
content, structure and quality of the information they contain. MultiWiki is the first
method that facilitates direct comparison of the similarities and differences in the
interlingual partner article pairs at the text passage level, providing users with a de-
tailed overview.
Contributions of the article: In order to facilitate a comprehensive overview of the in-
terlingual similarities and differences in an article pair, we defined text passage align-
ment as an optimization problem. This problem maximizes the semantic similarity
across the aligned text passages while reducing their granularity. This way, we aim
at obtaining possibly long and semantically similar interlingual text passage pairs.
Then, we designed a method to address this optimization problem and defined a se-
mantic similarity measure for the interlingual text passage alignment along with a
greedy algorithm to perform text passage extraction. A further contribution of this
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article are the user-annotated benchmarks containing aligned text passages from the
German, Russian and the English Wikipedia language editions. Our evaluation results
on German-English and Russian-English article pairs demonstrate that our method
achieves a good balance between precision, recall and granularity of the aligned text
passages as measured against the user annotations.
Extensions to other language pairs: The MultiWiki system is publicly available16 and
its demonstration currently supports four language pairs: German-English, Dutch-
English, Portuguese-English and Russian-English. The set of the language pairs sup-
ported by MultiWiki is extendible as long as the minimal requirements on the avail-
ability of the language processing tools are satisfied. This includes sentence splitting,
tokenization and machine translation for the corresponding language pair. As machine
translation is used to obtain the term vector representations of text passages, the
only requirement on the translation quality is the correct translation for the major-
ity of the terms. As we observed, entity annotations and time annotations can further
increase the precision of the interlingual text passage alignment. Annotation tools
such as DBpedia Spotlight and HeidelTime are already available in a number of lan-
guages making it possible to further extend the number of languages supported by
MultiWiki in the future. Another interesting direction for future research is the re-
duction of the need for machine translation while aligning multilingual text by the
development of further text similarity features, e.g. by utilizing multilingual word em-
beddings [Vulic´ and Moens 2015] or language-independentword sense disambiguation
[Pilehvar et al. 2013], [Moro et al. 2014].
Domain adaptation: In this article we focused on the interlingual text passage align-
ment in Wikipedia. Using this corpus, we can utilize its specific features such as the
interlingual links between partner articles, the comparable text styles and the ency-
clopedic nature of the articles which enables to extract a relatively high number of
semantic annotations. In our future research we would like to consider an adaptation
of this approach to other domains, such as multilingual news and social media, where
these features may not be available to the same extent. Adaptation to these domains
may require establishing interlingual links at the article level, as well as adaptation
of the similarity function and alignment algorithms to better match the features and
text structure in these domains.
Exclusiveness in the alignment model: In our problem statement we assume the mu-
tual exclusiveness of text passages within the article as well as with respect to the
alignment. The intuition behind this assumption is that such exclusive alignment can
facilitate a better overview of an article pair and avoid overlaps across text passages
and alignments, as such overlaps would contradict the overview goal. Note that the
interlingual alignment also shapes the text passages, i.e. the borders of the aligned
text passages are mutually dependent and determined during the alignment process
to increase the interlingual similarity. In practice, it is possible that an article contains
multiple alternatives for an alignment, from which we select only the best matching
one in these settings. For example, the information from the first English sentence
in Fig. 1 (the construction of the bridge and the official opening) is spread across two
different German sentences. This information could be aligned under a different prob-
lem setting where one would focus on a particular predefined text passage and find
all possible matching text passages in the other article. Such problem variation would
require an adaptation of the alignment algorithms and is an interesting extension for
future work.
Consecutiveness in the alignment model: In our problem statement we also require
the consecutiveness of sentences in a text passage. This modeling decision is taken in
16https://github.com/sgottsch/multiwiki
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favor of providing an overview of the overlapping parts and putting complementary
information in context. The structure of the resulting text passages is shaped by the
fragmentation of similar information in both languages. Our model does not require
that each sentence in a text passage has a 1:1 correspondence in the alignment, such
that aligned text passages can contain partially overlapping sentences or intermedi-
ate sentences with no correspondence. Consequently, when building pairs of consec-
utive text passages, sentences on one side can contain complementary (or sometimes
contradictory information) and deliver its language-specific context. An interesting di-
rection for future research is to develop interlingual Information Extraction methods
that would allow precise identification of the corresponding and additional information
nuggets within the aligned text passages.
Cultural studies and Applications: The MultiWiki text passage alignment method
presented in this article can facilitate and support cross-lingual case studies. In the
context of cultural studies like [Rogers 2013] the proposed text passage alignment ap-
proach can reduce the amount of information that needs to be manually analyzed by re-
searchers and enables researches to focus on the essentially overlapping article parts.
A case study with the digital humanities researchers utilizing the system for cultural
analytics is an interesting extension for our future work. The cross-lingual text pas-
sage alignment can also enhance a wide range of interlingual applications that use Wi-
kipedia as an information source. Example applications that use interlingual Wikipe-
dia content include multilingual summarization [Baralis et al. 2015] and cross-lingual
text classification [Ni et al. 2011]. Our method can provide a more precise context for
such applications through the targeted alignment of the most relevant text passages.
For another example, in our recent demo paper [Gottschalk and Demidova 2016] we
presented a novel graphical user interface to analyze temporal evolution of partner ar-
ticles. This tool uses the interlingual text passage alignment presented in this article
to facilitate a detailed visual article comparison. As these examples illustrate, interlin-
gual text passage alignment methods developed in this article have a great potential
to facilitate cultural studies and spawn a variety of novel interlingual applications.
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